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Signals Conveyed in the Pulvinar Pathway from Superior
Colliculus to Cortical Area MT
Rebecca A. Berman and Robert H. Wurtz
Laboratory of Sensorimotor Research, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892

We previously established a functional pathway extending from the superficial layers of the superior colliculus (SC) through the inferior
pulvinar (PI) to cortical area MT in the primate (Macaca mulatta). Here, we characterized the signals that this pathway conveys to cortex
by recording from pulvinar neurons that we identified by microstimulation as receiving input from SC and/or projecting to MT. The basic
properties of these ascending-path PI neurons resembled those of SC visual neurons. Namely, they had brisk responses to spots of light,
inhibitory surrounds, and relatively large receptive fields that increased with eccentricity, as well as minimal presaccadic activity. Beyond
these basic properties, there were two salient results regarding the modulatory and motion signals conveyed by this ascending pathway.
First, the PI neurons appeared to convey only a subset of the modulations found in the SC: they exhibited saccadic suppression, the
inhibition of activity at the time of the saccade, but did not clearly show the attentional enhancement of the visual response seen in SC.
Second, directional selectivity was minimal in PI neurons belonging to the ascending path but was significantly more prominent in PI
neurons receiving input from MT. This finding casts doubt on earlier assumptions that PI provides directionally selective signals to MT
and instead suggests that PI derives its selectivity from MT. The identification of this pathway and its transmitted activity establishes the
first functional pathway from brainstem to cortex through pulvinar and makes it possible to examine its contribution to cortical visual
processing, perception, and action.

Introduction
A pathway from the superficial layers of the superior colliculus
(SC) through the pulvinar to visual cortex has long been considered a second visual pathway to cortex. The functional role of this
pathway, and even its existence in the primate, have nonetheless
remained in question. We recently identified a pathway through
pulvinar from the superficial visual layers of the SC to the visual
motion area of cortex, the middle temporal area, MT (Berman
and Wurtz, 2010). Using microstimulation, we localized pulvinar
neurons that received input from SC, sent output to MT, or did
both (relay neurons), and found that they were centered in the
inferior pulvinar (PI), particularly within and adjacent to the
medial subdivision (PIm) known to project densely to MT (see
Fig. 1). In this report, we determine what this pathway conveys to
cortex, focusing on two major questions.
The first major question centers on the role of this pathway in
transmitting modulatory signals from SC superficial layers to
MT. Neurons in the superficial SC show two kinds of modulation
related to saccadic eye movements. One is saccadic suppression,
the reduction of activity at or around the time of saccade initiation (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972a; Robinson and Wurtz, 1976).
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This suppression in SC might contribute to the modulation of
visual motion responses in MT (Thiele et al., 2002; Ibbotson et al.,
2007; Bremmer et al., 2009) via the pathway through PI. The
other modulation observed in SC is an enhanced visual response
to a stimulus when that stimulus is the target for the next saccade
(Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972b). This enhancement might contribute to the increased visual responses observed with shifts of spatial attention in multiple cortical regions (Reynolds and Chelazzi,
2004), including MT (Treue and Maunsell, 1999). The critical
question we sought to address is whether these two modulations—saccadic suppression and visual response enhancement—
are evident in the PI path ascending from SC to MT.
The second question focuses on the visual motion information conveyed by the pulvinar pathway to cortex. We address this
question separately because of its relevance to the phenomenon
of blindsight (Weiskrantz et al., 1974), in which blind patients
with V1 damage can nevertheless respond to certain visual stimulation. One aspect of this residual vision is motion detection
(Riddoch, 1917; Zeki and Ffytche, 1998), which likely depends on
directionally selective activity in MT (Maunsell and Van Essen,
1983; Britten et al., 1992). MT neurons continue to show residual
visual and directional responses after inactivation or ablation of
V1 (Rodman et al., 1989; Girard et al., 1992), but additional
ablation of SC abolishes these responses (Rodman et al., 1990).
Although the prominence of motion detection in blindsight may
have been overemphasized (Cowey, 2004), the SC–pulvinar
pathway has continued to generate interest as a potential
source of motion inputs to MT, particularly given the directional selectivity found in some pulvinar neurons (Petersen et
al., 1985). Here, we asked whether PI neurons in the ascending
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path from SC are likely to provide directionally selective signals to area MT.
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Materials and Methods
Experiments were conducted in three male
macaque monkeys used in our previous study
to identify connected neurons in the pulvinar
path from SC to MT (Berman and Wurtz,
2010). The monkeys each had scleral search
coils for measuring eye position, and an acrylic
base that accommodated both a post for immobilizing the head during experiments and
recording chambers. All procedures were approved by the Institute Animal Care and Use
Committee and complied with United States
Public Health Service policy on the humane
care and use of laboratory animals.

stim
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Overview of recording and
microstimulation
Details of our recording and stimulation
procedures are given in our previous paper
Figure 1. Schematic representation of neurons in the monkey pulvinar, identified by microstimulation of SC and MT. The black
(Berman and Wurtz, 2010). Briefly, we rearrows indicate the ascending path (neurons with input from SC, output to MT, or both), the focus of the report. The white arrow
corded from single neurons in the pulvinar and
indicates the descending path (input from MT), described for the analysis of visual motion processing. Procedures for recording
used microstimulation to identify their con(rec) and microstimulation (stim) to identify connected neurons are given in Materials and Methods with additional details in our
nectivity to the superficial (visual) layers of SC
previous paper (Berman and Wurtz, 2010).
and/or the cortical motion area MT (Fig. 1). In
daily experiments, we lowered a recording
rons, we also presented laser spot stimuli that were positioned by mirror
electrode into the pulvinar and searched for neurons in the inferior and
galvanometers. A computer running REX (Hays et al., 1982) controlled
lateral subdivisions. Once we isolated a single neuron, we passed brief
stimulus presentation, reward administration, the recording of eye
pulses of biphasic current through semichronic stimulating electrodes in
movements and neuronal activity, and the online display of results. We
the SC and MT and looked for evoked spikes in the pulvinar neuron
collected neuronal data during three basic tasks: passive fixation,
(Lemon, 1984). PI neurons were typically activated from either SC or MT
visually-guided delayed saccades, and memory-guided saccades. A subset
using stimulation currents of 600 A (for additional details, see Berman
of neurons were also tested with a modified fixation task for rapidly
and Wurtz, 2010). If stimulation activated the neuron through the synmapping receptive field (RF) structure. We report on a variable number
apse (orthodromic activation), the pulvinar neuron received input from
of neurons for each task because many cells were lost after only partial
the stimulated structure. By contrast, if stimulation backfired the neuron
data collection, and others did not meet offline criteria for a given
through its axon (antidromic activation), the pulvinar neuron projected
analysis.
to the stimulated structure. It is worth noting that, although successful
The fixation task (Fig. 2 A) was used to map visual receptive fields, to
orthodromic/antidromic activation provides clear evidence of conneccompare visual responsivity under passive (fixation) versus active (sactivity, the failure to observe activation cannot be interpreted as evidence
cade) conditions, and to assess additional properties such as directional
that the neuron lacks a connection to the stimulated structure. A more
tuning. In this task, the monkey began each trial by fixating a small
complete description of our stimulation parameters, including discuscentral spot (0.4°) for 100 –500 ms. A visual stimulus then appeared for
sion of the strengths and limitations of this technique, is provided in our
500 –1000 ms and the fixation spot remained on for an additional 250 ms
previous paper (Berman and Wurtz, 2010).
before the trial ended. The monkey received liquid reward for maintainAfter we established the connectivity of the neuron, we recorded its
ing fixation within a ⫾2° electronic window throughout the trial. To
functional activity while the monkey performed a series of behavioral
assess basic visual responsivity, we used a stationary spot stimulus. To
tasks. We consider the activity of four types of connected pulvinar neuassess visual responses to directional motion, we presented a moving
rons. We focus primarily on the three types that we classified as belonging
stimulus, randomly selected from one of eight canonical directions seponly to the ascending pathway: (1) SC–MT relay neurons, which both
received SC input and projected to MT, along with neurons that had only
arated by 45°. For the neurons we report on, we typically used a randomone of these identified connections, i.e., (2) those that received input
dot pattern (86%), with a small portion of neurons tested either using a
from SC and (3) those that projected to MT. We also briefly describe the
moving sine wave grating (13%) or oriented bar (1%).
activity of a fourth type, pulvinar neurons that received input from MT,
The visually guided saccade task (Fig. 2 B) was used to assess visual and
which we classified as belonging to the descending pathway from MT to
presaccadic activity and was of primary interest as a measure of visual
pulvinar. These MT-recipient neurons were mostly independent from
responsivity compared with the fixation task. Trials began with an initial
the identified ascending-path sample, and there was no overlap befixation period of 100 –500 ms. A target was then presented in the periphtween the two samples in our analysis. From our MT stimulation sites
ery, but the monkey had to continue fixating centrally for an additional
(Berman and Wurtz, 2010), we identified no single pulvinar neurons
500 –1000 ms until the fixation spot disappeared, cueing the monkey to
that both received input from MT and projected to MT. However, two
make a saccade to the target, which remained illuminated. Reward was
of the MT-input neurons also received input from SC. These two
given if the monkey attained the target within 500 ms of fixation offset
neurons were not included in the ascending-path sample but were
and maintained gaze at the target for an additional 500 ms. We conincluded as neurons with identified input from MT for the analysis of
ducted saccade testing in a subset of neurons using laser spots presented
directional tuning.
with mirror galvanometers (28%) and the majority using spots presented
with the projector. The target window size was scaled with eccentricity,
and ranged on average from ⫾2° parafoveally to ⫾6° for large saccades
Behavioral tasks
(⬎25°) into the periphery.
Visual stimuli were backprojected onto a tangent screen located 57 cm in
The memory-guided saccade task (Fig. 2C) was used to assess activity
front of the monkey. For nearly all the neuronal data reported here,
stimuli were generated by a DPI projector. For a small number of neuin relation to eye movements, as it allowed for a separation of visual and
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ameter of the RF, and ranged overall from 0.5° (smallest stimulus, tested
for a restricted parafoveal RF) to 80° (largest stimulus, tested for a peripheral RF).

Analysis of neuronal activity

Eye

B Visually-guided saccade task
FP
Targ
Eye

C Memory-guided saccade task
FP
Targ
Eye

D Rapid mapping task
FP
Stim
Eye
100ms
Figure 2. Sequence of events for each of the behavioral tasks, described in Materials and
Methods. In each panel, the lines represent the appearance and disappearance of the fixation
point (FP), the stimulus (Stim), and the expected eye position (Eye). The diagonal openings in
some lines indicate variable event timings.
saccade-related events (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983). In this task, trials
also began with a 100 –500 ms period of initial fixation. A visual target
then appeared briefly in the periphery. The target was on for either 50 or
300 ms (this difference in duration was irrelevant for analysis of saccaderelated activity, which focused on a later part of the trial). After target
disappearance, the monkey continued to maintain central fixation for a
delay of 500 –1000 ms. The central fixation spot was then extinguished,
which cued the monkey to make a saccade to the memorized target
location. Monkeys received reward for reaching the target within 500 ms
and maintaining fixation there for another 500 ms. During some experiments, the target was reilluminated after successful completion of the
memory-guided saccade to provide the monkey with visual feedback to
maintain accurate saccades. Data from this visual-feedback epoch were
not included in any analysis. The target window size was larger than in
the visually-guided task to accommodate increased error of the memoryguided responses and ranged from ⫾2° for parafoveal targets to ⫾10° for
those in the far periphery.
The rapid mapping task (Fig. 2 D) was used in a subset of neurons to
map receptive field size and structure by presenting multiple spot stimuli
in a single trial. In this task, each trial began with an initial fixation period
of 250 ms. Subsequently, a set of randomized stimuli appeared for 200 ms
each, separated by a 200 ms interstimulus interval. The monkey was
rewarded for maintaining fixation throughout the presentation of stimuli. Trials typically consisted of eight stimulus presentations. To map the
size of the excitatory visual response field, the stimuli varied in location
and were randomly sampled from a total of 25 locations (5 ⫻ 5 grid)
centered at the estimated receptive field center. The diameter of the spot
stimulus was held constant and was determined by the distance between
grid locations. To measure surround inhibition, the stimuli appeared at a
single location, the receptive field center, but varied in size. We typically
tested five sizes for a given neuron (e.g., 2, 4, 8, 16, 32°). The specific sizes
varied across neurons depending on the eccentricity and estimated di-

Visual and saccade-related activity. For the analysis of PI visual and
saccade-related activity, we analyzed data only from correct trials, usually
from 20 trials but from a minimum of 8 trials. We measured visual
activity as the average firing rate in a 50 ms window that began at the
onset of the visual response for each neuron. Onset times were determined as the time at which activity exceeded average activity in a 100 ms
prestimulus window (starting 100 ms before stimulus appearance) by 2
standard deviations for at least 5 ms. We visually verified all onset times.
If a neuron had no detectable visual onset to a given stimulus, then we
measured activity in a 50 ms window starting at the median onset time for
neurons obtained for the same task in that monkey. We used a paired t
test to determine the significance of visual activity compared with baseline activity measured in the 100 ms before stimulus onset.
We assessed attentional modulation of visual activity by comparing
the average response to the same stimulus in the visually-guided saccade
task and the passive fixation task. As described in the preceding paragraph, we measured activity in the 50 ms window beginning at the response onset of the neuron. Onset times were determined independently
for fixation and saccade tasks to avoid any possible bias, and we found no
significant difference in these times between the two tasks (Wilcoxon’s
signed rank, p ⬎ 0.8).
We measured presaccadic activity in a 50 ms window that began 50 ms
before the saccade start, which was taken as the time at which eye velocity
exceeded 50°/s. We measured postsaccadic activity in a 50 ms window
that began 70 ms after the beginning of the saccade (Robinson and
Wurtz, 1976). This postsaccadic window preceded the time of target
reappearance on trials in which the monkey received visual feedback,
ensuring that the measure of postsaccadic activity was uncontaminated
by visual stimulation. We considered changes in either presaccadic or
postsaccadic activity to be significant by comparing them (paired t test)
to ongoing activity, which we measured in a 100 ms presaccadic baseline
epoch that began 200 ms before saccade start. We used this baseline
window even for the postsaccadic comparison because we knew that a
few cells had significant increases in activity just before the saccade,
which would have falsely exaggerated the postsaccadic suppression of
activity. We conducted an additional analysis of saccadic suppression to
determine its start and duration in a subset of neurons. The start of
suppression was taken as the time at which activity (represented as a spike
density function with 8 ms Gaussian smoothing) fell below a threshold of
25% of average activity in the presaccadic baseline window and remained
below this threshold for at least 15 ms. The end of suppression was the
time at which the firing rate exceeded this threshold and remained above
it for at least 15 ms. We searched for the start of suppression in a window
⫺100 to ⫹150 ms relative to saccade onset and searched for the end of
suppression up to 300 ms after saccade onset (Robinson and Wurtz,
1976; Ibbotson et al., 2008; Bremmer et al., 2009; Hafed and Krauzlis,
2010). We visually verified the start and duration values for each neuron.
Receptive field structure. Although the demands of the experiment did
not afford time to conduct a detailed study of the RF structure of identified PI neurons, we obtained estimates of two parameters: size and surround inhibition. To estimate RF size, we measured the visual responses
for stimuli presented at a variety of locations. We first obtained this
estimate manually by varying stimulus position in the fixation task and
qualitatively determining the horizontal and vertical extent of the RF. In
a subset of neurons, we also used the automated rapid mapping task to
quantify activity at 25 grid locations. For each location, we computed
average visual activity in a 50 ms window that began with the median
neuronal onset time, which was determined by searching for the start of
the visual response (as described previously) for each location and taking
the median of the detected times. We visually inspected timing data for
each cell to ensure that the response was captured for all locations. We
analyzed all neurons for which there was a detectable visual response at
one or more locations. Average visual activity was compared with that of
a baseline epoch of 100 ms that began 50 ms before stimulus onset. We
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Results
Location and connectional identity of recorded pulvinar
neurons
To understand the functional signals conveyed by the pulvinar
path from SC to MT, we recorded the activity of pulvinar neurons
that were physiologically identified as having connections to the
superficial layers of SC and/or area MT. We identified a total of
313 pulvinar neurons that were either antidromically or orthodromically activated by microstimulation of SC and/or MT (Berman and Wurtz, 2010). Consistent with recent anatomical
findings (Lyon et al., 2010), these neurons were located almost
exclusively in PI and were clustered in two zones, one adjacent to

visual activity (sp/s)

firing rate (sp/s)

measured the horizontal and vertical diameter
A
B
Example PI visual response
Visual response in PI sample
of the RF by determining the locations at which
100
100
n=79
this visual response was significantly greater
p<.0001
than baseline activity ( p ⬍ 0.05, paired t test).
We took the average of the horizontal and ver80
80
tical diameters as the estimate of RF size (diameter). For neurons in which we estimated size
60
60
with both automated and manual methods, we
found close agreement between the two and
therefore include the data obtained using only
40
40
the manual estimate. To measure the visual
surround inhibition, we presented spots with
Input from SC
20
20
increasing diameters in the center of the RF.
Output to MT
We used either the rapid mapping task, in
Relay
which multiple diameters were presented on a
0
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
100ms
single trial, or the basic fixation task, in which
om060908a.s1
stimulus on
baseline activity (sp/s)
only one diameter was presented on a single
trial. We measured average visual activity in a
50 ms window starting at the median neuronal Figure 3. PI neurons in the ascending SC-to-MT pathway have strong phasic visual responses. A, Spike density function of the
onset time across diameters, determined using visual response of an example relay neuron. Data are aligned on the visual stimulus onset (vertical line), rasters show action
the same approach described for locations. potentials on individual trials, and the shaded region indicates the 50 ms window used to calculate the average visual activity for
From this, we took the small spot size that pro- the sample of neurons shown in B. The spike density function is smoothed with an 8 ms Gaussian kernel. B, Average visual
duced the best response as the optimal stimu- responses ( y-axis) are plotted against average prestimulus baseline activity (x-axis) for the sample of neurons with input from SC
lus size (often the smallest stimulus did not and/or output to MT. Each data point represents a single neuron. The symbols denote the connectivity of the neuron (see legend),
drive the neuron most strongly). The large spot and the filled symbols indicate a significant difference between the visual response and baseline activity of the individual neuron
size was the biggest size tested and, in order for (paired t test, p ⬍ 0.05).
the neuron to be included in analysis, its size
the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) and the other adjacent to
had to exceed the estimated RF diameter. We then determined the presthe lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). The MGN-adjacent zone
ence of an inhibitory surround by computing a surround inhibition
index, large/small, which was the average response to the large stimulus
comprised the more dense concentration of identified neurons
divided by the response to the optimal small stimulus. For the analyzed
and included two subdivisions that were histologically verified—
sample, the median large stimulus was 20° in diameter and the median
PIm (known to have strong projections to MT) and PIp (the
optimal small stimulus was 4°.
medial-most subdivision). The LGN-adjacent zone, where we
Directional tuning. We measured responses to moving stimuli in a 100
found evidence for a smaller cluster of connected neurons, likely
ms window starting at the neuronal onset time, which was set to the
corresponds to the lateral shell region of PI (Cusick et al., 1993;
median of detectable onset times for all eight directions. We computed a
Lyon et al., 2010). We found no consistent location-dependent
directionality index (DI) for each neuron, using the following formula:
differences among the identified neurons, and will refer to all of
1 ⫺ (n/p), where p is the firing rate for the preferred direction minus
them as PI neurons. Of these, we were able to record functional
spontaneous activity, and n is the firing rate for the null direction minus
data from 116 neurons while the monkeys performed behavioral
spontaneous activity (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983). The preferred
direction was the direction that elicited the highest average firing rate in
tasks. Our primary focus is on the PI neurons belonging to the
the response window, and the null direction was 180° opposite from
ascending tecto-cortical pathway (Fig. 1, black arrows; n ⫽ 99),
preferred. We measured spontaneous activity as the grand average of
which comprised three classes: those that received input from SC
activity from all eight directions, computed in a 100 ms baseline window
(n ⫽ 58), sent output to area MT (n ⫽ 28), or had both SC input
before the appearance of the motion stimulus. DI values near zero indiand MT output (SC–MT relay neurons; n ⫽ 13).
cate that the neuron responded similarly for preferred and null directions
We first describe the basic visual and saccade-related activities
(i.e., no tuning), and those near 1 indicate strong directional selectivity.
of these ascending-path neurons, and then concentrate on adValues ⬎1 indicate that the activity of the neuron in the null direction
dressing two questions about the role of the pulvinar path from
was suppressed below the spontaneous rate. Note that this measure of
SC to MT: (1) Do neurons in this ascending PI pathway express
directionality does not identify bidirectional tuning, in which the neuron
the modulations of activity observed in SC? (2) Do neurons in
has a preference along an axis. For inclusion in the analysis of directional
tuning, the neuron had to have a significant visual response at least for
this ascending PI pathway have visual motion responses consisthe preferred direction compared with its baseline activity (paired t test).
tent with conveying directionally selective information to MT? In
The neuron also had to have at least 64 trials total from all eight direcanswering this second question, we also report on a fourth class of
tions, with at least seven trials per direction.
PI neurons, those that received input from area MT and, as such,

belonged to the descending path from cortex to pulvinar (Fig. 1,
white arrow; n ⫽ 17).
Visual and saccadic activity in the ascending pathway
Responses to spots
An obvious starting point is to ask whether neurons in the ascending pulvinar path through PI have the signature visual responses observed in the superficial layers of the SC. We found
that nearly all SC–MT relay neurons in our sample (12 of 13) were
strongly visual, and had receptive fields wherein visual stimuli
elicited a phasic burst of action potentials after stimulus onset in
the fixation task. The activity of an example relay neuron (Fig.
3A) shows that it fired strongly when a small spot of light was
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Receptive field structure
All PI neurons in the ascending SC–MT
Input from SC
n=48
12
pathway had RFs contralateral to the re50
Output to MT
sp/s
corded hemisphere. The average eccenRelay
100
tricity of the RF centers was 12.4° (range,
ms
30
8
1.1–36.1°) and average elevation was
36.9°. We successfully obtained more de4
20
tailed information about RF structure in
about one-half of the ascending-path neurons. To express RF size, we simply took
0
10
the average of the horizontal and vertical
extent as the estimate of diameter. The RF
-4
of an example relay neuron (Fig. 4 A),
0
which gave a robust response in the auto-16
-12
-8
-4
0
0
10
20
30
40
RF eccentricity (deg)
Horizontal position (deg) om063008g
mated rapid mapping task, was centered
at 9° eccentricity and had an estimated diameter of 8°. For the sample of PI neuC
D Surround inhibition in PI sample
Example PI surround inhibition
rons, we found that the size of the RF
3
n=47
tended to increase with eccentricity (Fig.
60
4 B). We were unable to determine the full
2.5
extent of RFs for neurons at larger eccentricities (shaded region) because their
2
borders were beyond the stimulus pre40
sentation screen. For neurons with ec1.5
centricities of ⬍25°, where screen size
was not a limiting factor, RF size was
1
20
approximately equal to RF eccentricity.
For these neurons, the median ratio of
0.5
diameter/eccentricity was 1.11 (range,
0
0.25–2.6; n ⫽ 37).
0
1
2
4
8
16
0
10
20
30
40
We next investigated a second propyz031507a
stimulus size (deg)
RF eccentricity (deg)
erty of RF structure, surround inhibition,
Figure 4. Receptive field structure of PI neurons in the ascending path. A, RF mapping for an example relay neuron. Each panel which has been observed both in superfishows the spike density function of the visual responses for one of 25 locations in a 5 ⫻ 5 grid. Data are aligned on stimulus onset cial SC and in area MT (Goldberg and
(dotted vertical line). B, Relationship between RF eccentricity (x-axis) and RF diameter ( y-axis) in the sample of PI neurons. Symbol Wurtz, 1972a; Allman et al., 1985). This
color indicates the mapping method (black, automated; gray, manual) and the shaded region indicates large-eccentricity fields phenomenon is also called “surround
that could not be fully mapped. C, Surround inhibition in an example neuron that received input from SC. Bars show the average suppression,” but we use the term “inhiresponse (⫾SE; y-axis) to visual stimuli of varying diameter (x-axis). D, Surround inhibition in the sample of neurons. Graph shows bition” in this report to minimize confuthe surround inhibition index (response to largest stimulus size/response to optimal small stimulus, y-axis) as a function of RF
sion with the separate phenomenon of
eccentricity (x-axis).
saccadic suppression. We tested for surround inhibition in PI neurons by presenting spot stimuli of randomly varying
presented in its receptive field. Visual responses were likewise
size during the fixation task. Sizes differed across neurons derobust for the other classes of neurons in the ascending path, i.e.,
pending on RF diameter and eccentricity, but for each neuron,
those for which we could identify only input from SC or only
sizes ranged from small stimuli presented well within the boundoutput to MT. Figure 3B plots the average visual activity against
aries of the receptive field to large stimuli that exceeded these
baseline activity for each ascending-path neuron tested in the
boundaries. We computed a simple index to summarize the surfixation task. Average visual activity was significantly greater than
round inhibition, large/small, where large is the average activity
baseline activity in most individual neurons (63 of 79; 80%; filled
in response to the largest stimulus presented to the neuron (at
symbols; p ⬍ 0.05, t test), and for the sample ( p ⬍ 0.0001, Wilminimum, this stimulus had to exceed the estimated RF diamecoxon’s signed rank). Another feature of neurons in the superfiter) and small is the average activity in response to the optimal
cial SC is that they respond well to stationary spots of light and
small stimulus (see Materials and Methods). Values ⬍1 indicate
rarely require an oriented or directional stimulus (Goldberg and
that the neuron fired less to the large stimulus and thus exhibited
Wurtz, 1972a). The fact that we observed significant visual resurround inhibition. The example neuron in Figure 4C had
sponses in 80% of this sample of PI neurons, all tested with stastrong surround inhibition. It responded best to 2° spots (its
tionary spots, shows that the majority did not require an oriented
optimal small stimulus) but successively larger stimuli evoked
or directional stimulus.
smaller responses, and its activity was greatly diminished for the
There were no significant differences in the strength of visual
largest stimulus (16°). The surround inhibition index for this
activity among the three types of ascending-path neurons—those
neuron was 0.18, indicating a ⬃80% decrease in its response. The
identified with only input from SC, only output to MT, or
population data in Figure 4 D show that most ascending-path
SC–MT relay neurons (all comparisons p ⬎ 0.1, Wilcoxon’s rank
neurons had index values ⬍1, regardless of their receptive field
sum). We likewise found that activity profiles did not differ sigeccentricity. Furthermore, the majority of individual neurons
nificantly for these three neuron classes in subsequent analyses
and therefore combine them into a single group.
(68%) had a significantly inhibited response to the largest stim-

A

Example PI receptive field mapping

B

Receptive field size in PI sample

Vertical position (deg)

RF diameter (deg)

Average firing rate +/- SE (sp/s)

Surround inhibition index (lge/sm)

40
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firing rate (sp/s)

Example PI visual but not presaccadic activity
80

60

40

20

0
100ms
stimulus on

B

120

saccade start

yz031507a

Example PI visual and presaccadic activity

100
firing rate (sp/s)

Weak presaccadic activity
In contrast to their robust visual responses, we expected that
ascending-path neurons would not have substantial saccaderelated activity for two reasons. First, as described previously, our
SC stimulating electrodes targeted the superficial layers where
neurons have prominent visual activity but no presaccadic bursts
as seen in the deeper layers of SC. Second, previous studies have
reported little to no presaccadic activity in the general population
of neurons in the pulvinar (Petersen et al., 1985; Robinson et al.,
1986). In keeping with this expectation, we found minimal
presaccadic activity in the PI neurons identified as receiving input
from SC and/or projecting to MT. An example neuron with input
from SC (Fig. 5A), recorded during the memory-guided saccade
task, exemplifies the pattern we encountered most commonly:
robust visual activity but an absence of presaccadic activity. We
nonetheless observed presaccadic activity in a handful of PI neurons, including a relay neuron (Fig. 5B) that had the strongest
presaccadic activity in the ascending-path sample. Even for this
PI neuron, however, the presaccadic activity was small compared
with its visual response and did not resemble the robust bursts of
intermediate SC. Figure 5C shows the presaccadic activity of all PI
neurons recorded in the memory-guided saccade task. Average
presaccadic activity for this sample did not differ significantly
from activity in the baseline epoch ( p ⫽ 0.8, Wilcoxon’s signed
rank). Of these 75 neurons, only six (8%) had a significant increase in firing before the eye movement and one had a significant
decrease.
All six of the PI neurons with significant presaccadic activity
had identified input from SC (two were relay neurons), which led
us to ask whether their presaccadic activity reflected activation
from the intermediate, saccade-related layers of the SC. Two circumstances could cause such activation. First, the stimulating
electrode in SC could have been located more deeply. In this case,
we would expect to find very low current thresholds for evoking
saccades with a train of pulses at the SC stimulation site. For PI
neurons with SC input, however, greater presaccadic activity was
not associated with lower saccade thresholds at the SC site (regression, r 2 ⫽ 0.004; p ⬎ 0.6). A second circumstance—the use of
high currents for the single pulses that activated the PI neuron—
could also involve the intermediate layers. Here, too, there was no
relationship between the magnitude of PI presaccadic firing and
the current threshold for activating the PI neuron from SC (r 2 ⫽
0.020; p ⬎ 0.2). Furthermore, the six PI neurons with significant
presaccadic activity had saccade and activation thresholds that
were consistent with stimulating the superficial layers. Thus, the
weak but significant presaccadic activity seen in a small number
of PI neurons is unlikely to arise from inadvertent activation of
the intermediate SC.
To summarize the basic properties of the majority of PI
neurons in the ascending path: they had strong visual responses to spots of light, RFs that scaled with eccentricity, and
RFs with inhibitory surrounds. Presaccadic responses were
weak but occasionally significant. These findings demonstrate
that the basic visual and presaccadic signals in this PI relay of
the collicular-cortical pathway correspond closely to those of
the superficial SC.
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ulus compared with the optimal small stimulus (filled symbols;
p ⬍ 0.05, t test). The overall picture that emerges is that PI neurons in the ascending path from SC to MT convey the basic visual
responses observed in the superficial SC.
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Figure 5. Presaccadic activity is unusual in pulvinar neurons of the ascending path. A, Activity of a representative neuron with input from SC that has a visual response but no presaccadic
burst. Data from the memory-guided saccade task are aligned on the onset of the visual stimulus (left panel) and on the start of the saccade (right panel). B, Activity of an example relay
neuron with the strongest presaccadic activity in our sample. C, Average presaccadic activity in
the memory-guided saccade task is plotted against ongoing presaccadic baseline activity for
each neuron in the ascending path. Conventions are as in Figure 3B.

Does the pulvinar transmit modulations from SC?
Saccadic suppression
A striking feature of activity in the superficial SC is its modulation
by eye movements. Each time the eyes move, the visual scene
sweeps across the retina, yet this visual stimulation fails to activate many of the visually responsive neurons in the superficial SC
(Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972a). In many SC neurons, saccadic
suppression is also observed as an inhibition of ongoing activity
just after a saccade, at the time when any visual response caused
by the saccade is most likely to occur (Robinson and Wurtz,
1976). Previous experiments demonstrated that the suppression
results from a corollary discharge (a copy of the eye movement
command) to these superficial layer SC neurons (Richmond and
Wurtz, 1977). Comparable saccadic suppression has been found
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Figure 6. The ongoing activity of some ascending-path PI neurons is suppressed after saccades. A, Saccadic suppression of a
representative neuron that projects to area MT. Data from the memory-guided saccade task are aligned on the beginning of the
saccade. B, Average postsaccadic activity is plotted against presaccadic baseline activity for each neuron with SC input and/or MT
output. Conventions are as in Figure 3B.

in the general population of pulvinar neurons (Robinson et al.,
1986, 1991). Here, we asked whether saccadic suppression was
present in the PI neurons identified as belonging to the ascending
path from SC to MT. We investigated the suppression of ongoing
activity using the memory-guided saccade task. In this task, both
the fixation point and the target stimulus disappear before the
monkey’s eye movement, minimizing any effect of visual stimulation on neuronal activity. We found significant saccadic
suppression in a subset of ascending-path PI neurons. The
saccade-related activity of an example neuron projecting to
MT (Fig. 6 A) shows a sharp decrease in activity immediately
after the eye movement. The PI population scatterplot (Fig.
6 B) shows that, although the majority of neurons were not
significantly modulated in the postsaccadic epoch, the sample
exhibits a significantly lower average activity just after the
saccade than well before it ( p ⬍ 0.05, Wilcoxon’s signed
rank). In one-third of PI neurons (22 of 75), postsaccadic
activity was significantly different from ongoing activity, and a
clear majority of these were significantly suppressed (18 of
22). In a small number of PI neurons with suppression (n ⫽ 4),
we were also able to record saccade-related activity using mirror galvanometers to present the visual stimuli. With this system, the monkey’s saccades were made in total darkness,
ruling out any visual source of the modulation. The saccadic
suppression persisted in complete darkness, suggesting that
the modulation is of an extraretinal origin.
We conducted an additional analysis to determine the temporal dynamics of saccadic suppression. Recent studies of the time
course of saccadic suppression in extrastriate cortex and in the
intermediate SC suggest that suppression can begin even before
the eyes move (Ibbotson et al., 2008; Bremmer et al., 2009; Hafed
and Krauzlis, 2010). These studies note that the neuronal effects
may correspond to perceptual measures of suppression (Ross et
al., 2001; Wurtz, 2008) and again point toward an internal corollary discharge signal as a source of modulation. We wanted to
characterize the timing of suppression of ongoing activity in the
PI path and were particularly interested in the possibility that
suppression might be detectable in some neurons before saccade
initiation. We limited this analysis to the subset of 18 neurons
that showed significant suppression, and we found a clear start
and duration in 16 of them using a search window beginning 100
ms before saccade onset (see Materials and Methods). Suppres-

sion began as early as 60 ms before saccade
initiation and as late as 138 ms afterward.
In five neurons, suppression began either
before or at virtually the same time as
(within 10 ms) saccade initiation. This
early suppression is consistent with example data from superficial SC (Goldberg
and Wurtz, 1972a) and suggests the influence of a corollary discharge signal. The
remaining 11 neurons had postsaccadic
suppression starting at least 41 ms after
saccade initiation. For the sample of 16
neurons, the mean start of suppression
was 57 ms after saccade initiation with a
mean duration of 107 ms. We conclude
that a subpopulation of PI neurons in the
path from SC to MT exhibit perisaccadic
suppression, and that these suppression
signals occur at a time when they could
act on the visual input caused by eye
movements.

Enhanced visual responses
A second feature of the visual responses of superficial SC neurons
is that they can be strongly modulated by the behavioral relevance
of the visual stimulus. Specifically, if the monkey intends to make
a saccade to a stimulus in the RF of an SC neuron, then the visual
response evoked by that stimulus is enhanced compared with the
response in a passive fixation task (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972b).
Is this enhancement also present in PI neurons that belong to the
ascending path from SC to MT? We measured the visual response
of the PI neurons during the fixation task and compared it with
the response during the visually-guided saccade task, in which
the same physical stimulus was now the target of a saccade. On
average, ascending-path PI neurons were unmodulated by the
behavioral relevance of the stimulus. For example, the visual
response of the PI relay neuron in Figure 7A is virtually identical for the two tasks. A portion of individual PI neurons (8 of
67; 13%) exhibited a significantly different visual response
between the fixation and visually-guided saccade tasks. Interestingly, however, the sign of this attentional modulation was
not systematic. Instead, we observed examples in which the
visual response was significantly enhanced in the saccade task
(Fig. 7B) as well as examples in which the response was significantly reduced (Fig. 7C). This variability in the sign of modulation contributed to the absence of any significant attentional
effect in the sample of ascending-path PI neurons (Fig. 7D), for
which we observed no significant difference between the passive
fixation task and the saccade task ( p ⫽ 0.6, Wilcoxon’s signed
rank).
We investigated two additional points to understand this pattern of results more fully. We first focused on the presence of
modulation observed in a portion of PI neurons and asked
whether certain properties might predict this modulation. For
example, was a particular class of connected PI neurons—those
with input from SC, output to MT, or both (relays)—more likely
to be affected by behavioral relevance? We found no differences
among these three classes in the magnitude of enhancement ( p ⬎
0.17 for all comparisons). We were also unable to detect any
pattern in the localization of these neurons within the pulvinar
that distinguished those with modulation from those without.
We further considered the possibility that the magnitude of modulation might be related to the magnitude of the visual response
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response. The percentage of SC enhanced
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neurons is smaller than in the previous reports (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972b; Wurtz
200
and Mohler, 1976). This difference may
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be attributable to two features of the
present experiment—the use of higher
100
stimulus luminances, and the use of a fix25
ation task verified by eye position instead
of the earlier fixation task, in which the
0
0
monkey had to detect the dimming of the
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central fixation point. These two changes
stimulus on
could, for example, contribute to higher
visual responses in the fixation task and Figure 7. The intention to make a saccade rarely modulates the visual response of PI neurons in the ascending path. A, Similar
thus create a ceiling effect, making it diffi- visual response of an example relay neuron to the same physical stimulus during the passive fixation task (solid line) and the
cult to detect an enhancement in the sac- visually-guided saccade task (dotted line). B, Increased visual response of an example PI neuron that received input from the SC. C,
cade task. This particular explanation Decreased visual response of an example PI neuron that projected to MT. D, Average visual responses for the visually-guided
seems unlikely, given that we observed en- saccade task ( y-axis) are plotted against those for the fixation task (x-axis) for the sample of ascending-path PI neurons. E, Average
hancement even for PI and SC neurons visual responses for the sample of superficial SC neurons (same conventions as in D). F, Increased visual response of an example
superficial SC neuron to the stimulus during the saccade task compared with the fixation task.
with very robust responses in the fixation
task. It is nevertheless a real possibility
Does the ascending pathway convey directional motion
that these procedural differences reduced the likelihood of obinformation to MT?
serving enhancement in SC in the present study and also contribPrevious studies have reported that some pulvinar neurons
uted to the lower percentages of modulation in the pulvinar.
exhibit preferential responses for specific directions of motion
Despite this possibility, however, we found that enhancement
(Petersen et al., 1985). Such selectivity has been proposed to conwas significantly more prominent in superficial SC neurons than
tribute to the residual detection of motion observed in blindsight
in PI neurons under identical experimental conditions. Specifipatients. A central question, then, is the degree to which direccally, we observed enhancement at a significantly higher fretional tuning is present in the pulvinar neurons that belong to the
quency in SC than in PI (6 of 33 vs 3 of 67; Fisher’s exact test, p ⬍
path ascending from SC to MT. We addressed this question by
0.05). These data imply that the enhanced visual responses seen in
first assessing the directional selectivity for visual motion of the
the superficial SC during the saccade task are not prominently
ascending-path neurons. We determined the visual responses of
represented in this identified PI pathway.
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When we classified neurons by standard
Directionality index (DI)
criteria (Gizzi et al., 1990), we found that
Figure 8. Directional tuning is atypical in PI neurons without identifiable input from area MT. A, Responses of an example relay the large majority of the PI neurons with
neuron with characteristic absence of directional tuning. Each panel shows the response of the neuron to one of the eight cardinal MT input were either directionally selecdirections of motion, aligned on the appearance of the motion stimulus. The polar plot in the center summarizes the directional tive (10 of 17; 59%) or directionally biased
tuning of the neuron: the thick line shows average activity in the directional-response epoch for each direction, and the thin line (4 of 17; 24%). Even among the neurons
shows average spontaneous activity across all eight directions, used to compute the DI (see Materials and Methods). B, Directional
with DI values ⱕ0.5, two had bidirecresponses of the relay neuron with strongest directional tuning in the sample of ascending-path PI neurons. C, Directional retional selectivity. By contrast, of the PI
sponses of a PI neuron receiving input from MT, exemplifying the directional tuning commonly observed in the sample of MT-input
cells. D, Distribution of DI values for the sample of ascending-path neurons with no identifiable input from MT (top panel) and the neurons with no identifiable MT input,
sample of descending-path neurons identified as receiving projections from MT (bottom panel). The number of neurons in a bin is the majority (63%) were untuned. We
found that approximately one-fourth of
indicated on the y-axis, and the DI values for the bins are on the x-axis. Shading (legend) indicates the tuning classification.
these neurons were directionally biased
(14 of 60; 23%) but far fewer were selecPI neurons to stimuli moving in eight cardinal directions and
tive (8 of 60; 13%). In sum, directional signals are significantly
then computed a directionality index, DI, for each neuron. The
more likely to be found in PI neurons that receive input from MT
DI was computed using the standard formula 1 ⫺ (n/p), where p
than in PI neurons in the projecting path from SC to MT.
is the response to the preferred direction and n is the response to
the direction 180° opposite the preferred, both corrected for
Discussion
spontaneous activity (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983). On the
We previously established a functional pathway from the SC suextremes of this scale, a value of zero indicates identical responses
perficial layers through the PI to cortical area MT (Berman and
to preferred and null directions, and values ⬎1 indicate an inhibWurtz, 2010). In the present experiment, we identified several
itory response to the null direction. Following the convention of
signals that this pathway conveys. The basic response properties
Gizzi et al. (1990), we considered DI values between 0.5 and 0.8 to
of connected neurons in the ascending PI path were similar to
signify a directional bias, and values ⬎0.8 to signify directional
those of SC visual neurons. They had a vigorous response to spots
selectivity.
of light, indication of an inhibitory surround, and relatively large
We found that the PI ascending-path neurons were mostly
receptive fields that increased with eccentricity. Presaccadic acuntuned. For example, the relay neuron in Figure 8 A responded
tivity was weak when present, consistent with PI activation from
with a burst of activity regardless of the direction of motion. We
microstimulation of the superficial SC. Our discussion focuses on
nevertheless encountered directional tuning in some ascendingtwo central findings: the selective transmission of modulatory
path neurons, including a relay neuron (Fig. 8 B) that strongly
Untuned PI relay neuron

B

Tuned PI relay neuron

Number of neurons
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signals from the SC, and the relative lack of directionally tuned
motion responses in the ascending pulvinar path to MT.
Transmission of modulatory visual signals
Far from being a passive process, visual perception is actively
shaped by motor and cognitive signals. Both eye movements and
attention modulate neuronal activity, not only in cortex but also
in subcortical structures such as the superficial SC. This raises the
possibility that certain modulations are transmitted to cortex via
subcortical pathways. The identification of the PI pathway from
SC to MT provides an opportunity to examine this possibility.
We expected that neurons in this pathway would exhibit two
kinds of modulation present in the superficial SC.
The first is saccadic suppression, a reduction of visual sensitivity at the time of saccades (Ross et al., 2001; Wurtz, 2008).
Saccadic suppression of neuronal activity occurs in the superficial
SC (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972a; Robinson and Wurtz, 1976) and
is likely attributable to a corollary discharge acting on these
visual neurons (Richmond and Wurtz, 1977). The source of
this corollary may be a direct projection from the saccaderelated neurons of the SC intermediate layers (Lee et al., 2007).
We found saccadic suppression in identified PI neurons, and,
as in the SC, this suppression occurs at a time appropriate to
act on the visual input that results from the sweep of the eye
across the visual field during saccades. Saccadic suppression
has also now been seen in MT (Thiele et al., 2002; Ibbotson et
al., 2007; Bremmer et al., 2009) and is more robust than in
earlier visual areas such as LGN and V1 (Wurtz, 2008). This
points toward the PI pathway as a promising source of the MT
suppression. In this scenario, MT activity would by shaped by
inputs both from preceding cortical visual areas and from the
SC through the pulvinar. This possibility is now testable because identification of this SC–PI path permits inactivation of
the relay conveying the suppression to MT.
A second modulation in the pulvinar pathway that we expected to see was an enhanced visual response to stimuli that are
saccade targets (Goldberg and Wurtz, 1972b; Wurtz and Mohler,
1976). This enhancement has been regarded as a correlate of
visual spatial attention: the stimulus is identical but the visual
response increases when the monkey prepares a saccade and presumably shifts attention to the stimulus. This modulation in the
superficial SC might be transmitted to visual areas of cerebral
cortex and contribute to the enhanced attentional responses seen
there (Wurtz et al., 1980). The ascending pulvinar path from SC
to MT appeared an obvious candidate to convey these signals, but
we found only a few pulvinar neurons with an enhanced visual
response, and at least as many showed a decrease. The scarcity of
enhancement may arise partly from procedural differences from
earlier studies in superficial SC, and attentional enhancement
may well be more detectable under different task conditions than
those used here. Nonetheless, the controls described in Results
point toward a genuine reduction in the prominence of visual
enhancement in PI compared with SC despite the potential limitations of the task conditions.
One possible explanation for a genuine diminished presence
of visual enhancement in PI is that this SC modulation is not
transmitted at all to cortex, or is transmitted directly from presaccadic neurons in the SC intermediate layers, as suggested by the
attentional effects seen with stimulation of these layers (Cavanaugh and Wurtz, 2004). Another possibility is that the enhancement is transmitted from superficial SC to cortex but by a
different pathway. For example, spatially selective enhancement
is characteristic of a dorsal region of the lateral pulvinar, Pdm
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(Petersen et al., 1985, 1987; Wilke et al., 2010), which was not
strongly sampled in our recording. This region could mediate a
projection from superficial SC to the lateral intraparietal area of
cortex (Clower et al., 2001), where neurons also show attentional
modulation and an enhancement in a saccade task similar to the
one we used (Colby et al., 1996). In general, the uncertain transmission of visual enhancement in our identified PI pathway, coupled with the clearer presence of saccadic suppression, indicates
that the SC modulatory signals may take different routes to
cortex.
Directional selectivity for visual motion
The pulvinar pathway from SC has generated considerable interest as an alternate route for visual signals to reach cortex, bypassing the primary geniculostriate path. The pulvinar has been of
particular interest for transmitting motion signals in blindsight,
wherein patients with damage to V1 retain some visual capacities
(Weiskrantz et al., 1974), often including motion detection. Yet
we found little directional tuning in the PI neurons in the ascending pathway from SC to MT. By contrast, PI neurons that received input from MT were far more likely to carry directional
motion signals, with 83% classified as directionally selective or
biased, compared with 36% in the ascending-path PI neurons
with no identifiable MT input. Tuning in the ascending-path PI
neurons also stands in contrast to the identified V1 inputs to MT,
which are virtually all directionally tuned (Movshon and Newsome, 1996). It is possible that the directional tuning we observe
in the ascending pulvinar path, although considerably less than
that of the descending path, is sufficient to support motion responses in MT. This possibility, however, rests on the assumption
that the directionality we observed in the ascending-path sample
is not itself dependent on MT inputs that we failed to detect. The
critical test is to determine whether directional tuning in the
pulvinar is abolished by MT inactivation.
Overall, our findings caution against the view of the pulvinar as an obvious source of directionally tuned inputs to MT
and emphasize that it is only one of several established routes
to extrastriate cortex. An alternative hypothesis (Cowey, 2004;
Vakalopoulos, 2005), emerging from recent anatomical and
functional studies, is that the residual visual signals seen after
V1 damage are provided by direct projections from LGN to
extrastriate cortex, particularly to area MT (Sincich et al.,
2004). This hypothesis is supported by recent imaging studies
in V1-lesioned monkeys, which demonstrate that LGN inactivation reduces both residual extrastriate activation and visual
detection (Schmid et al., 2010). Neurons in this LGN relay
have not yet been functionally identified, so the nature of the
signals they carry is unknown. The relative contributions of
these LGN and PI pathways to extrastriate visual processing
will also become clearer with comparison of the deficits caused
by LGN and pulvinar inactivation.
Conclusion
The pulvinar comprises the largest part of the thalamus devoted to visual and cognitive processing, yet its fundamental
contributions have proved difficult to delineate. We have now
identified one pathway through the pulvinar and determined
some of the key signals that it does and does not convey to
cortex. This opens the way to investigating its contribution to
cerebral cortical function: knowing the PI relay allows for its
selective inactivation and examination of the resulting deficits
in cortical processing and behavior. This ascending PI pathway, however, is only one of many through the pulvinar, and
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our approach is applicable to the identification of other pathways and the signals they convey.
More generally, these findings add to emerging views of thalamic function. Traditionally, the thalamus was seen simply as a
gateway for external sensory information to reach the cortex.
More recent observations suggest a distinction between firstorder thalamic nuclei, which act as sensory relays, and higherorder nuclei, which convey information related to internal
functions (Sherman and Guillery, 2002). Higher-order nuclei
may relay internal information between cortical areas (Theyel
et al., 2010) or, as is the focus here, from subcortical areas to
cortex. The present study, together with previous work from
this laboratory, begins to provide insight about what this internal information might be. These studies identify two paths
through higher-order thalamus. A path through the mediodorsal nucleus to frontal cortex (Sommer and Wurtz,
2008) conveys a corollary discharge of saccade-related activity
from the intermediate SC. The PI path to parieto-occipital
cortex conveys a saccadic suppression of activity from the
superficial SC. Thus, both pathways can be seen as informing
cortex about movement: they convey either a corollary of
movement or a consequence of that corollary. Of course, we
have sampled only a small number of thalamic pathways, and
the experiments are biased to reveal a relationship to movement.
Nevertheless, a viable starting hypothesis is that a substantial fraction of the information ascending in these higher-order nuclei is
related to a corollary discharge of movement. Whereas firstorder thalamic nuclei provide cortex with mostly sensory information from the external world, the higher-order thalamic nuclei
may provide internal information concerned with movement
generation, an essential signal for active perceptual processing in
cortex.
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